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How to Cancel an event if I already registered? 

Not all events on the TASS calendar can be canceled; for example, TASS casual sails 

& race registration cannot be canceled, nor do we allow refunds. WHY? Because the 

expense and commitment of reserving boats involve a financial guarantee to the charter 

company. If a situation arises that you will not be able to participate, you should contact 

your skipper, and you are allowed to find a replacement for your crew seat and sell the 

seat to the replacement. Again, in this situation, the skipper must be notified of the 

replacement and the person’s personal information (name, email, phone, etc.) Know 

that all financial transactions will be between you and your replacement. A list of 

skippers and their contact information can be found on the website CONTACT 

 

However, in situations involving events on the calendar like After-Race parties, 

meetings, dinners, etc., we do facilitate cancelations, unless the event specifies no 

cancelations allowed. ESPECIALLY where the investment involves food & drink 

planning, we hope you will give us the courtesy cancelation.  

As mentioned in the commodore’s article in this edition of the Topsider, here is how 

YOU, our members and non-members, can manage a cancelation through the TASS 

reservation system.  After all, let’s be honest, you would not make a reservation at a 

restaurant and not show up. 

TASS does not have a paid full-time staff or concierge service. We have invested in a 

24/7 system to allow our members and guest to manage a self-service system. 

Below are the steps to cancel your attendance should the situation arise. 

1) Log in to the TASS system, and enter your email address and password (this 

applies to members and non-members) 

2) If you forgot your password, use the FORGOT PASSWORD option. 

3) Once you are logged in, look on the menu for My event registration 

4) Click to open and it will take you to the next screen 

5) Find the event you want to cancel – click on it  

6) It will tell you that you are Already Registered 

7) Now Click on Already Registered 

8) You will see the Cancel Registration words – click on this and you will cancel 

your registration 

How to change your password – if needed. 

https://sailtass.com/page-18088
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Follow the below instructions to cancel an event. 
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